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How much more one can get by selling native silk
instead of selling cocoons, it is difficult to say, because
the prices of cocoon and that of silk fluctuate and
villagers do not know how to forecast them.   As we
can see under the lowest price of native silk, one dollar
for three Liang, the producer can get little more than
the value of the raw material, if the price of the latter
is about fifty dollars per picuL   But the price of native
silk is not known when the market for cocoon is open.
It is not the real calculation of the prices of silk and
cocoon that makes the people reserve their raw material
for domestic reeling but the belief that they can get
more money if they reel silk instead of selling the raw
material.
The substitution of the factory for the domestic
system in the silk industry is a general process which is
not limited to the village.   The development of silk
filature in the nearby cities in the last twenty years
has been rapid.1   The urban industry attracts rural
labour.   This movement of population undoubtedly
is a disruptive force in the traditional social structure
of the rural community.   To counter this process was
one of the original intentions of the reformers.   But
the small-scale factory in the village, as limited by its
local supply of raw material, cannot fully utilize the
available labour in the village,   On the contrary, it
has not been able to check the outflow of rural popu-
lation.   I have shown above that in 1935 there were
thirty-two girls between the ages of sixteen to twenty-
five who lived outside the village (VI~i).   They were
engaged in silk factories in WuhsL   At the time when
I was in the village another silk factory was established
in Ch&n Tse.   More girls were recruited from the
1 D. K. Lieu, The Silk Industry in Shanghai,

